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Abstract: Crazy Jane has long been a critical focus in discussing Yeats’s dramatis
personae in his later poems. Critics have approached her from various perspectives
source studies, feminist analysis, psychoanalytical interpretation, biographical context,
postcolonial approach, etc. Portraits of Crazy Jane are roughly classified in three
types, first as Yeats’s impersonal mask, second as androgynous voice and gender
reverse to express Yeats’s Other, and finally Yeats’s revision of the traditional
gender role and personification of national identity. The present essay takes the view
that Crazy Jane is a unity of being that comprehends all these three types, and,
more importantly, a unity of opposites that does not merely combine but
redemptively synthesizes opposites, “fair and foul,” at once inclusive and transcendent
of them.
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제목: 새로운 여성상: 선과악의 구원적 통합으로서 크레이지 제인
우리말 요약: 크레이지 제인은 예이츠 후기시의 퍼소나를 논할 때면 어김없이 비평의
초점이 되어 왔다. 소스연구, 페미니즘적 분석, 정신분석학적 해석, 전기적 사실분석,
후기식민사관적 연구 등 다양한 접근이 잇었으나 크레이지 제인의 초상은 대체로 세
가지로 분류되는 바, 예이츠의 객관적 마스크로서, 예이츠의 타자를 표현하는 양성적
목소리이자 성역할전도의 주체로서, 그리고 전통적인 성역할에 대한 예이츠의 수정이
자 아일랜드라는 국가적 아이덴티티로서이다. 본 논문의 초점은, 크레이지 제인이 이
세 가지 초상의 결합체인 동시에, 더 중요하게는 단순한 결합을 넘어 선/악으로 대비
되는 모든 대비적인 것의 구원적 통합이라는 것이다.
주제어: 크레이지 제인, 마스크, 양성성, 성역할, 통합, “선”과 “악”
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저자: 정경심은 동양대학교 교양학부 교수이다.
____________________________________

I

Crazy

Jane has long been a critical focus in discussing Yeats’s dramatis

personae in his later poems. Source studies have uncovered her origin for
which Mitsuko Ohno dates back to the Irish ballads (60) and Joan Weatherly
resorts to the Tarot Fool (113). Yeats himself claimed that Crazy Jane poems
were motivated by “the sayings of an old woman ‘Cracked Mary’” who had
“an amazing power of audacious speech” in Galway (Poems 604-5). Elizabeth
Cullingford in her Gender and History in Yeats’s Love Poetry (1996) makes
an interesting feminist analysis of Yeats’s love poems. Reading Yeats’s desire
to express his Other in Crazy Jane, she analyzes his transformation of woman
from traditionally an object of aesthetics into a subject of desire and power
in terms of politics of sexuality. On the other hand, Alan Michael Parker and
Mark Willhardt find the more patriarchal vein in Crazy Jane whose role is
eventually to reinforce “gender hierarchies” (Poems 202). Derek Mahon takes
a distance from this view. Thought with a certain tint of misogyny sometimes
in Yeats, Mahon argues, “unlike most of his contemporaries, he[Yeats] takes
women seriously, and the complexity of his attitude merely reflects the actual
complexity of real-life gender relationship” (xv-xvi). Instead, Mahon discovers
satirical vein, specifically that of Jonathan Swift’s, in Jane and explores
affinity between Swift and Yeats from their shared Irish culture and Gaelic

―

spirit what he calls “the original ‘native Irish’ culture” and “something of
the Gaelic spirit” (Mahon 2001, xvii). Post-colonial critics try to find the
Irish national identity in Crazy Jane, considering the fact that Ireland has long
had the female identity in Irish literary works. Deborah Fleming in her W. B.
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Yeats and Postcolonialism parallels Jane’s female curse against “patriarchal
ecclesiastical authority” (Cullingford 235) with “Ireland’s curse against those
who would condemn her” (Fleming 228). Jung Mook Yoon in his “Yeats and
Postcolonialism” reads specific features of Yeats’s poems in terms of
post-colonialism, revisiting the recent colonial studies by Yeats critics such as
Edward Said, David Lloyd, and Declan Kiderd (113-14). Jung-Myung Cho,
also leaning on Carry Etter who followed Edward Said, makes an interesting
analysis of Crazy Jane as Yeats’s “alter ego” who is an Irish icon of
resistance against colonialism as well as “the rigid ethics of Irish
Catholicism” (173).
Though these critics’ readings of Jane sound widely different from each
other, they can be roughly classified in three types: first, Jane as Yeats’s
dramatis persona that enables him to take aesthetic distance from his private
feelings and inner censors; secondly, Jane as androgynous voice and gender

―

―

reverse to express Yeats’s Other; finally, Jane as Yeats’s almost feminist

revision of the traditional gender role and the personification of national
identity. In the present essay I take the view that Crazy Jane’s inclusiveness
makes all these three interpretations equally valid and so should be dealt
together all at once. Moreover, I propose that Jane’s perspective not only
comprehends but also transcends the three types. By the word ‘transcend’ I
do not mean ‘leave them behind’ but be at once comprehending and
synthesizing them into something that overcomes the limit of each of them.
In short, Jane is a composite unity not as a mere combination or inclusion
but as a redemptive synthesis of opposites, what she calls “fair and foul” (CP
267). The ground for this proposal I find in Yeats’s own aspiration to Dante
reflected in his statement that he made in A Vision (1925): “Dante, having
attained, as poet, to Unity of Being, as poet saw all things set in order, [and]
had an intellect that served the Mask alone ... and compelled even those
things that opposed it to serve, and was content to see both good and evil”
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(193). Following Dante, Yeats tries to see “all things set in order” through
the eye of Jane who faces her own aged state on top of the unjust evil of
Jack’s banishment and death. Jane is without doubt a complex of opposites
that is not static or passive but endowed with the compelling intellect by the
poet, as Hirschberg detects in her conversion of the adjectives “fair” and
“foul” into noun substitutes as a sign of her compelling even those things
that oppose her (48).1)
Viewing Jane primarily as Yeats’s impersonal mask in order to obtain an
aesthetic distance, I will first look into the traditional source of Jane and then
Jane’s role as reverse of the traditional gender roles in Yeats’s poetry,
focusing on how Yeats transforms her as the gendered Other not only of him
the male poet but also of the colonialized Ireland. Finally, and most
importantly, I will show how Jane becomes Yeats’s redemptive synthesis of
both sexes that is both inclusive and transcendent.

II
The seven “Crazy Jane” poems written between 1929 and 1932 are
included in the sequence of “Words for Music Perhaps.” Taking Crazy Jane
as Yeats’s impersonal mask, we can find its ground in his critical statement:
“all that is personal soon rots; it must be packed in ice and salt” (E&I 522).
Source studies of Crazy Jane show that Yeats found his “ice and salt”
variously: Jonathan Swift, Irish Ballads and love poems, the Tarot Fool,
Shakespeare, and so on.
As I cited Mahon in the above, apart from Yeats’s satirical vein, many
critics also attend to some biological affinity and literary lineage between
Swift and Yeats. Again, the ground for such assumption is given by Yeats
himself who included in his 1933 collection The Winding Stair and Other
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Poems “Swift’s Epitaph,” a tributary translation of Swift’s own epitaph
written in Latin (CP 249). Torchiana suggests, “Yeats may have identified
himself with Swift, the historically denied victim in isolation” (Torchiana
1966: 126). Coleborne further observes Yeats’s debt to Swift in the creation
of impersonated masks: “Swift himself played a significant role in creating a
culture of anonymity, in which mystification and the attendant confusion
became part of the author’s modus operandi in the politicized market place of

―

contemporary readership” (Coleborne 1997; 39). This anonymity or Yeats’s

―

“ice and salt” provided both writers with protection from prosecution, just as
Eliot’s impersonality did.
Crazy Jane is in line of the culture of literary anonymity led by Swift
which many modernists followed. Jane is the impersonated mask of the male
poet specifically chosen in his later years. At this point, I must ask an
important question: Why did Yeats make a dramatic representation of “a
man” in a woman, unlike most of modernist writers who kept the male voice
and personae? In other words, why did Yeats personify Swift’s spirit in the
body of a woman, instead of another man, and in so doing, bring women to
the centre of the stage? To answer this question, let me start with the literary
sources and tradition behind Crazy Jane.
Crazy Jane has her origin in Poems by Matthew ‘Monk’ Lewis that was
published in 1793 (Hara 57). A pitiful girl who was betrayed by a faithless
man is her prototype. Then Crazy Jane establishes her type in literary works

―Irish ballads and love poems. But Yeats revises this traditional Crazy Jane
by adding the images of a prostitute, a witch, and an old woman who has an

extraordinary sexual energy. These traits make Jane unusual and be called
“crazy” by the people of her time. Mad woman is dangerous because she
does not pay heed to men’s restraints (Hara 58). So she challenges not only
men’s restraints but also the restraints of her time that are not specifically
resulted from male dominance. What Yeats’s Crazy Jane “Learned in bodily
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lowliness / And in the heart’s pride” is the truth that is based not on the
distinction of sexes but on their transcendence based on union. So the Crazy
Jane “cried” to the Bishop’s comment on the decay of her physical female
body: “‘Fair and foul are near of kin, / And fair needs foul’” (CP 267).
What is to note here is, though Yeats called it “cried,” Jane clearly has the
power of speech with a logic which was denied to the silenced mad woman
in the attic in Jane Eyre. Interestingly enough, Jane starts with a logic that
restores the long-ignored female perspective and moves to the balance
between the two sexes:
‘A woman can be proud and stiff
When on love intent;
But Love has pitched his mansion in
The place of excrement;
For nothing can be sole or whole
That has not been rent.’ (CP 267)

The word “rent” immediately brings the image of female sex organ but,
combined with “sole or whole,” it evolves further into a metaphor that
indicates both the opposites and their paradoxical synthesis in our existential
condition. When “Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the Dancers,” she
identifies herself with the female dancer and then moves towards the
synthesis of both the female and male dancers. The female dancer’s dance is
“a knife” drawn “to strike him dead,” but the male dancer’s dance is also to
“strangle her.” In dancing, which is Yeats’s metaphor for love making, i.e.
the ritual of synthesizing, both male and female are exposed to death because
Love’s ritual of rebirth for Yeats requires of killing them both before their
eventual redemption wherein life and death are one in the cycle of
reincarnation:
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Did he die or did she die?
Seemed to die or died they both?
God be with the times when I
Cared not a thraneen for what chanced
So that I had the limbs to try

―

Such a dance as there was danced

Love is like the lion’s tooth. (CP 268)

These are the last of the three stanzas of the seventh poem that
completes the Crazy Jane sequels. Yeats ended each stanza with the italicized
refrain, “Love is like the lion’s tooth,” meaning that Love itself is dangerous
just as Crazy Jane is dangerous. But Love, the act of dying, is a prerequisite
to reach “God” and should be done seriously with “no scream” but with
gleaming “Eyes under eyelids.” The dominant image of each stanza and of
the whole poem is both literal and metaphorical, unmistakably that of sexual
intercourse and of a redemptive ritual which requires sacrifice first. Yeats
equates Love’s ritual with that of religion, implying Jane’s craziness is not
literal but metaphorical: her craziness is creative energy, a metaphor for
poetic inspiration. Jane’s words are of course low and unrefined but her
message is noble, emphatic, pointed and terse. In Jane Yeats so unifies the
opposites, the ignoble and the noble, life and death.
Throughout

the

Crazy

Jane

sequels,

Jane’s

counterpart

is

the

narrow-minded Bishop, not Jack the Journeyman who died early and lives in
Jane’s memories. In other words, Jack is already included in Jane. Then why
does Yeats endow Jack with a separate identity? I think it is to indicate
Jane’s synthetic nature both sexually and poetically. Let me compare the third
sequel with the sixth sequel. In “Crazy Jane on the Day of Judgment” each
final line of the stanza is presumably said by Jack the Journeyman. But his
function is nominal. Jack merely confirms and repeats what Jane says. This
renders him a part of Jane, not even an important part. But his involvement
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is a prerequisite step in the course of synthesizing the opposites. On the other
hand, the Bishop’s wordings are substantial enough to threaten both Jane’s
and Jack’s existence. In the first Crazy Jane sequel “Crazy Jane and the
Bishop,” Jack is described as “The solid man and the coxcomb.” (CP 263). It
is not made quite clear who speaks this, though usually thought to be the
Bishop. By repeating it in each last line of the four stanzas, Yeats makes it
a formal refrain and so creates an ironic tone with considerably obscene
nuance: because of the repetition, it sounds more ironical than sincere,

―

―

meaning Jack is ‘dead stiff’ both literally and figuratively and has no
substance at all. There are also another italicized line that Yeats repeats in
each third line of all four stanzas: “(All find safety in the tomb.)” (CP 263).
Apart from the fact that these two refrains create ironic effects, what does
this line mean, why the two lines are italicized, and who must be the
speaker(s) of the lines, Jane or the Bishop? To answer these questions, I need
to further delve into the literary contexts behind the roles Crazy Jane takes.

III
In most feminist readings of the Crazy Jane poems, Crazy Jane was
largely approached as a biological counterpart of the male poet or a variation
of women figures directly from the poet’s biography. As Ohno points, Jane
has been “analyzed too much in terms of Yeats’s interest in sex and sexual
energy, or sometimes even obsession in sexuality” (Ohno 61). Yeats himself
is clearly responsible for this interpretation. Sex is what Yeats calls “the
polarity” in existence and copulation is an act to transcend this state of
polarity, which would finally reach a higher state of creation or redemption.
Sexual energy for Yeats is, therefore, creative energy and women with sexual
energy do not cease to be his muse. Yeats wrote, “Man is a woman to his
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work, and it begets his thought” (Mem 232). In the end of “On Women” in
The Wild Swans at Coole Yeats suggests the complementary nature of the
sexes by shifting from the male’s daydreaming of dominance into a tense
expression of sexual need (Hynes 571). Here the woman’s role is no longer
inferior. This is how in his late love poems Yeats speaks as a woman. He
speaks in a woman’s voice and with a woman’s sensibility. So Jane as
Yeats’s woman is neither a mere physical counterpart of the male poet nor a
variation of women in his real life.
Ohno finds Crazy Jane rather in Yeats’s fascination with the Irish Ballads
tradition than in his indulgence in sex and sexual drive. According to Ohno,
rural Irish villages had women, so-called “the mad woman in the village”
(58), who has the power with which they “could do more than mere spiritual
mediumship”:
Herbal medicine, clairvoyance, magic spells and curses, which were often
substitute form of counselling, were common fields of practice. The position
of these women in the community was often delicate, as they were revered
and also feared. They were, therefore, unwelcome rivals to a local clergy,
as parish people were often divided between faithfully following the
preaching of the church and heeding the “wisdom” these women articulate
for them. Such women were normally given a marginal position in society,
with the chance of being overthrown as soon as the church found grounds
for branding them as evil or mad. (58)

There was Biddy Early of County Clare in real life who is known to
have such a mysterious power. It is said that Yeats took a great interest in
her and used her as his poetic persona in a number of his early poems.
Yeats’s later female voice Crazy Jane is clearly in line of “the mad woman
in the village” and modelled after Cracked Mary, a mad woman and “a
satirist” who lived near Gort (Ohno 60).
Weatherly, on the other hand, finds the same Irish vein in Crazy Jane,
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not of the Irish Ballads but of the Irish mythology constructed by Yeats.
which is closely bound up with the Tarot system. Interestingly enough, he
approaches Jane as the fool mask which relates to the Tarot fool and
Shakespeare’s fool: “The Tarot Fool, a symbol for the mystical life Yeats
said was the center of all he wrote, may be considered a masking image for
the encompassing gestalt he was constantly attempting to construct from his
life and work” (113). According to Eden Gray, “The Fool” in the Tarot
system represents “the Life-force before it comes into manifestation on the
earth plane, is in the center of the wheel” of fortune. “moves to its outer
edge through 21 phases of experience, and then returns to the center whence
it came” (14). The Fool’s journey returns to its origin and is thought to
symbolize rebirth that relates to many lives. As a result, Raine suggests, we
see “in the fool’s journey a foreshadowing of the Phases of the moon, in
which the soul travels the circuit of the Wheel of Forture” (21). In this
sense, Yeats’s Crazy Jane is also a variation of this Fool mask (Weatherly
115). Furthermore, Yeats deliberately echoes Shakespeare’s blind Lear and
Fool by juxtaposes antithetical masks at the same time, the blind Bishop and
Crazy Jane. It is Yeats who says in On Baile’s Strand that “Life drifts
between a fool and a blind man, / To the end, and nobody can know his
end” (CP 514). So the Crazy Jane mask is apparently contrasted and
juxtaposed with the Bishop mask. But this does not mean that all the masks
are equally treated. Antithetical masks are not static but change. When Lear
finally figures out his blindness and assimilates into the Fool’s wisdom, we
see the restorative spirit of the Fool and its mask as a synthetical one. So
the Bishop’s mask, though an indispensable part of the synthetic cycle, is not
comparable in its vision to the Crazy Jane mask which is at once “fair” and
“foul.” Crazy Jane, like Shakespeare’s Fool, is a mask of synthesis. As the
fool was the needed “ice and salt” for Shakespeare, so is Jane for Yeats.
Samuel Hynes, in “All the Wild Witches: The Women in Yeats’s Poems.”
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chooses three women out of Yeats’s life who correspond to the three women
figures in his poems: Lady Gregory, Olivia Shakespeare, and Maud Gonne.
Hynes attends not so much to their specific identities as to the roles that
each of them represent, when he classifies the three roles. Lady Gregory
represents “a communion of mind with mind,” and Olivia Shakespeare takes
“the role of sexual priestess, the woman who initiates the poet into the rites
of maturity and so frees him from the prison of his youth and releases his
creative energies.” Maud Gonne’s role is most complicated and complex. She
is the one who gives the poem “its strength” who is biographically Maud
Gonne, but “Maud Gonne transformed and mythologized into a figure of
female energy” (567). It is to note that Yeats equates Maud Gonne’s
powerful energy with the wildness of a witch which is a source of creative
energy, compatible with nobility and great beauty, though potentially
destructive: “she[Maud Gonne] had to choose (perhaps all women must)

―

between broomstick and distaff and she has chosen the broomstick I mean
the witches’ hats” (L 697). And Jane being a witch is clearly implied by
Yeats in “Crazy Jane and the Bishop”:
Bring me to the blasted oak
That I, midnight upon the stroke,
(All finds safety in the tomb.)
May call down curses on his head (CP 263)

Typically the darkness at midnight is associated with witchcraft and the
withered oak is its favorite weed. The oak is “a symbol of the state” and the
norms of the established society (Cullingford 236). Jane the witch defiantly
reacts in her own voice with the imperative “Bring me” and the authoritative
“That I.” With the italicized aside, she intends to undermine the Bishop’s
speech. Interestingly enough, the modal verb “May” in the above is used as if
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to pray to God: May [God] call down curses on his head. This makes Jane’s
speech more confident and determined. Jane’s confidence and independence is
also well expressed in the second sequal “Crazy Jane Reproved”:
I care not what the sailors say:
All those dreadful thunder-stones,
All that storm that blots the day
Can but snow that Neaven yawns; (CP 264)

This woman is the same woman who says spitefully “‘Love is all /
Unsatisfied / That cannot take the whole / Body and soul’” and defies,
‘Take the sour
If you take me
I can scoff and lour
And scold for an hour.’ (CP 264)

Jane’s independence and self-confidence, however, comes from her being
lowered and pressed by those she now “scoff and lour and scold.” Though
Jane “had wild Jack for a lover,” her body “like a road / That men pass
over” makes “no moan / But sings on,” as if a prostitute, that “‘Naked I lay
/ The grass my bed; / Naked and hidden away, / That black day’;” (CP 266)
believing in that “All things remain in God ” (CP 265). This image of a
female who was continuously trodden on by “Men-of-arms” while “Banners
choke the sky” clearly points to the image of Ireland that was long oppressed

―

―

by England (CP 266). But Jane the crazy woman, the poet, and Ireland

now is no more weak and passive. She, who “had danced heart’s truth,”
finally “Drew a knife to strike him dead” and “leave him to his fate” until
“They had all that had their hate” (CP 268). For the ritual of sacrifice in
death is prerequisite for rebirth.
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IV
For three years Yeats has experimented the female personae and the result
is “Words for Music Perhaps,” a sequence of twenty-five poems of which the
seven are Crazy Jane poems. Jane is very attractive even from the perspective
of the twenty first century: she is self-confident with emphatic voice. She is
a woman of principle which she must have learned from her own experience
that carries changeless truth of life. Above all, most prominently she has a
power of speech with her language, colloquial, simple, figurative and concise.
Living out of social and historical norms, she sticks to the cycles of nature
and full of sexual energy even in her old age. To call her “crazy” suggests
something peculiar and extraordinary in her. Therefore, to call her crazy has
to be read not literally but symbolically, a literary device to create some
unexpected dramatic effect with an ironic twist. When her madness proves to
be the female wisdom, Jane becomes one woman and all women at once.
When her madness proves to be human wisdom, she becomes “generic”
(Hynes 580) or “Mother Goddess” as Yeats calls: she is not only a woman

―

―

and all women but also a man Yeats the poet and all men. In a letter to
Ethel Mannin in 1935, Yeats wrote: “You are doubly a woman, first because
of yourself and secondly because of the muses, whereas I am but once a
woman” (L 831-32).
Jane’s generic nature and literary contexts are explored now and so to
return to the earlier questions posited in the end of Section II, the speaker(s)
of the two italicized lines in “Crazy Jane and the Bishop” is one and all
whether it is Jane or the Bishop. The line “(All find safety in the tomb.)”
follows convention of the Elizabethan drama. Closing a line with parentheses
is usually for asides which dramatists use to create a dramatic effect with an
ironic twist by suddenly exposing disparity between appearance/expectation

―

and reality what is said or shown and what is acted or really is. Eliot also
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applies this in “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” and “Portrait of a
Lady” in order to reveal the speaker’s split consciousness and ironic
mismatch between what is said and what is acted: “My necktie rich and

— / (They will say: “But how his arms

modest, but asserted by a simple pin

and legs are thin!”)”; “‘you do not know / What life is, you who hold it in
your hands’; / (Slowly twisting the lilac stalks)” (CPP 4, 9). Likewise, Yeats
also uses this method in his poems. “Safety” in the italicized sentence is the
opposite quality of ‘danger’ that Jane the mad woman represents. So “safety
in the tomb” means a state of no rebirth, just mere death and nothing. From
Jane’s point of view safety meant by the Bishop is death with no promise of
rebirth. as a result safety in this sense is much worse than danger. Yeats’s
Jane therefore grows by undermining the ordinary meaning of words that also
accompanies ironic effects.

V
It is in the series of poems entitled “A Woman Young and Old” (1933)
that Yeats definitively chooses a woman identity to comprehend and
summarize his Crazy Jane sequels written during the previous years. The
poem traces “the sexual history of a woman from her first casual experiments
through the realization of Unity of Being achieved in sexual communion, to
an angry, bereft old age into the final calming revelation of an eternal
transcendence when that age is done” (Vopat 39).
However, Jane must be legitimately called the last of Yeats’s typical
witches. We may discover similar synthesis in the poems of T. S. Eliot who
chose the title “Portrait of a Lady” and presented a montage of female voices
in The Waste Land. But the female consciousness and perspective in Eliot’s
poems are largely filtered by those of the male whose voice dominates the
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poem. On the other hand, Yeats’s Jane is her own master with her own
stance that dominates and assimilates that of other male personae, the Bishop
and Jack the Journeyman. Because of this, Hynes calls Jane “androgynous” in
line both of Coleridge and Woolf, but androgyny simply as co-existence of
two sexes does not cover Yeats’s Jane who is both androgynous and
trans-androgynous. In a word, Jane is the Hegelian synthesis of the female
and male identity, not a mathematical combination of the two. Jane is not the
absolute opposite of the Bishop and Jack the Journeyman. The Bishop’s
morality is something worn out from Jane’s perspective but it is the one that
she had to internalize before she was called “crazy.” So her crazy perspective
both involves and transcends it. Just as the Bishop is a part of Jane, so is
Jack who has no substantial physicality but exists only in Jane’s memory.
Jane the dramatis persona therefore is a synthesis of Jane herself, the Bishop,
Jack, and Yeats as well. Like Eliot’s Tiresias in The Waste Land, Jane is an
integral voice that unites all the rest in which “all the women are one
woman, and the two sexes meet” (Eliot’s note to line 218 of The Waste
Land, CPP 52).
Jane is also historical and trans-historical just as is Tiresias, who can
foresee, though blind, and who can transcend time, though bound to it past
and present, “throbbing between two lives” (CPP 43). What Yeats meant by
“crazy” must be this mysterious and supernatural traits of Jane that goes
beyond the secular and common world. Eventually she is a dramatic
personification of Yeats the poet and this last witch’s witchcraft is his poems.
It is noteworthy that Jane’s “two lives” like Tiresias’s has multiple meaning.
In addition to life past and present, and life men’s and women’s, Jane unites
in her person life noble and common with all the “primary characteristics of
the helpless underdog” (Hopenwasser 9). She not only intersects but also
transcends both sexes and social classes.
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VI
Finally, defining Jane further as Yeats’s symbolic and rhetorical device
both inclusive and transcendent of opposites, let me look into Yeats’s earlier
poem “A Dialogue of Self and Soul.” As Chul-Soo Kim suggests (Kim 2003:
5), the poem poeticizes Roalnd Barthes’ symbolic idea of “Antithesis,” a
metaphor of contraries intrinsic to human condition that permanently exist,
repeat, and persist, “so closely linked, pressed together” (Barthes S/Z 65).
Written in 1923, the poem seems to posit self and soul antithetically like
subject/object and life/death.2) But Yeats’s message is that these two
antithetical factors are located in an endless cycle and eventually are not
antithetical but compensating and comprehending with each other. In other
words, each of them is antithetical to the other and necessary to reach the
state of synthesis, each comprehending the other. Thus in the end of the
poem, self solely sings of their union, self being already comprehensive and
transcendent of self. Kim calls this the state of “tragic joy or exultation”
(Kim 2004: 34) which springs from the tragic vision that “All things fall and
are built again / And those that build them again are gay” as Yeats
summarizes in his 1936 poem “Lapis Lazuli” (CP 309). This vision of rebirth
is ‘tragic’ because it stands on ‘death’ just as Barthes’s meaning is decided at
“a joint presentation” of antithesis where its two adversarial terms, death and
life, meet and part (S-Z 21). So the union between Jane and Jack on the day
of judgement presupposes Jack’s death and eventually Jane’s death as well:
“Did he die or did she die? / Seemed to die or died they both?” (CP 268).
This vision is what Yeats intends to embody in the Crazy Jane poems: the
world is composed not only “of contraries, antinomies, and antitheses” (Kim
2003: 33), but also of their inevitable union and eventual transcendence of
each limit as a unity of being.
With all the discussions of Crazy Jane in the above, I am still left with
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the question: why Yeats made his male identity speak through a female
identity? Yeats wrote in 1909, “A man’s work thinks through him” and “Man
is a woman to his work, and it begets his thought” (Mem 232). Cullingford
discovers the Romantic context behind Yeats’s female personae as his poetic
identity:
Like many Romantic poets, Yeats was unable to identify with the norms
of masculinity dominant in the late nineteenth century. He exalted emotion
over reason. He loathed the Victorian myth of science and progress; and his
early desire to cast out of his verse “those energetic rhythms, as of a man
running” and replace them by “wavering, meditative, organic rhythms” (E&I
163) demonstrates his rejection of masculine form. (13)

Yeats, inheritor of the Romantic poetics, took the organic child-birth
metaphor for his poetry production, which was also to be taken by Eliot
later. However, apparently the same metaphor of the two poets should be
distinguished. Despite his effort to synthesize voices male and female into his
poetic personae, Eliot is largely in the line of the nineteenth century’s male
writers who used the organic metaphor to express male generative activity, as
Gilbert and Gubar imply in their epocal work The Madwoman in the Attic
(3-7). On the other hand, Yeats follows Keats who tried to balance between
or even reverse gender roles to restore the woman within for the redemptive
synthesis of humanity.
“The Crazed Moon” collected in The Winding Stair and Other Poems is
full of child-birth images with the “crazed” moon as the image of a
‘productive’ woman: “Crazed through much child-bearing / The moon is
staggering in the sky;” (CP 245). “Children born of her pain” is said to be
beyond where “We grope” and even children “dead” does not mean the

―

―

literal death but preparatory step for “the dance” the ritual of rebirth in
which those who “obeyed her glance” and “led the dance” should be one.
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Here the key word is “her pain,” without which “child-bearing” is not
possible and the moon “in all her virginal pride” cannot “First trod on the
mountain’s head.” The moon’s treading on “the mountain’s head,” unlike that
of “Men-at-arms” on her body, clearly suggests her initiating the dance as a
ritual where the moon and the “manhood” become one and all, with the word
“manhood” meaning both ‘man’ and ‘mankind.’ “The crazed moon” image is
undoubtedly handed down to the Crazy Jane image. Yeats’s poet who is a
“woman to his work” in the above is therefore both literal and metaphorical,
not merely a combination of opposite sexes but also a transcendence of them,
just as Crazy Jane’s androgyny means not only a woman and a man at once
but also their inseparable synthesis that transcends each physical limit. In this
sense Crazy Jane as the female and dramatic mask for the later Yeats is not
merely one of many masks but the natural, inevitable and well-wrought mask.

Notes
1) According to Stuart Hirschberg, “Throughout his ‘Crazy Jane’ poems, Yeats alludes to elements
specific and unique in A Vision; these allusions not only Yeats’s primary source, they define the
contours of the sequence, and constitute clear evidence that as he wrote Yeats was conscious of
being guided by A Vision” (45).
2) On the symbolic and rhetoric level, Barthes chooses life/death as the “two opposing syntagms of
an Antithesis” (24).
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